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Abbreviation List
AMEU:
APP:
ASP:
ATTP:
CAGR:
COS:
Customers Groups:
Dom Credit:
Dom PPM:
Small Bus:
Med Bus:
Large Bus:
STR:
FBE:
CPI:
GIZ:
IBT:
kWh:
LV:
MSP:
MYPD:
NAC:
NBV:
NERSA:
NMBM:
Off/Pk:
PPP:
PV:
R/kWh:
RE:
RND:
ROD:
RRM:
SAGEN:
SSEG:
Stnd or std:
TOC:
TOU:
Tx:
WACC:

Association of Municipal Electricity Utilities
Average purchase price
Average selling price
Assistance to the Poor
Compound Average Growth Rate
Cost of Supply
Domestic credit
Domestic Pre paid meter
Small Business
Medium Business
Large Business
Street lighting
Free Basic Electricity
Consumer Price Index
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
Inclining Block Tariffs
Kilowatt-hour
Low Voltage
Maximum Selling Price
Multiyear price determination
Network Access Cost
Net Book Value
National Energy Regulator of South Africa
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality
Off peak
Public Private Partnership
Photovoltaic
Rand per kilowatt-hour
Renewable Energy
Reduced Network Diagram
Record of Decision
Regulatory Reporting Manual
South African – German Energy Programme
Small Scale Embedded Generator
Standard
Trended Original Cost
Time of Use
Transmission
Weighted Average Cost of Capital
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.

This guidance document has been created to aid a user on how to use the NMBM COS
Excel Model. This is a summary on how to adjust the model and an explanation of the
results that are calculated by the model.

2.

The excel model contains a number of sheets that have been used to calculate the cost of
supply:
2.1.

Index Sheet: Guides the user on all the sheets within the model.

2.2.

Assumptions Sheet: Assumptions that need to be inserted in developing the
ultimate results calculation.

2.3.

Renewable Energy Impact Sheet: Impact of using renewable energy on the cost of
supply.

2.4.

Results Sheet: Final output of this model. It shows the cost of supply for different
customer categories.

2.5.

Energy Costs Sheet: Computation of the energy costs for the cost of supply.

2.6.

Network Detail Sheet: Asset costs computation for the cost of supply.

2.7.

Customer Costs Sheet: Customer costs computation for the cost of supply.

2.8.

Electricity Supply Network NMBM Sheet: Asset register computation for the cost of
supply.

2.9.

Asset Split Calculation Sheet: Asset split computation per customer category used
in the cost of supply model.

2.10. CPI Sheet: This sheet contains the South African CPI value per year that is used in
the uplift of asset values for the asset register.
3.

This guide will explain how to adjust the model in the following ways:
3.1.

How to use the Index sheet (Section 2).

3.2.

How to understand the Results sheet (Section 3).

3.3.

How to adjust the Energy Costs sheet and sheets related to energy costs (Section
4).

3.4.

How to adjust the Network Detail sheet and sheets related to network detail costs
(Section 5).

3.5.

How to adjust the Customer Costs sheet and sheets related to customer costs
(Section 6).

3.6.

How to understand the Renewable energy impact results and the adjustments
required in related sheets (Section 7).
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2.

INDEX SHEET
4.

This sheet contains a list of all the sheets within the model and links to each sheet in the
model.

5.

To go to a specific sheet please use your cursor to click on the sheet required in column
B, this will automatically take you to the sheet that you require.

6.

For example if you would like to go to the ‘Energy Costs’ sheet, click on cell B7.
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3.

RESULTS SHEET
7.

The ‘Results’ sheet is the final output for the cost of supply model. This sheet contains the
outputs for all the assumptions and inputs into the model. No adjustments is required on
this sheet.

8.

An example of the final output in the ‘Results’ sheet is shown below:

9.

The costs are expressed on a Rand per kWh basis:
9.1.

Column J, as indicated above shows the total cost of supply per customer category
on a winter or a summer basis.

9.2.

Column I, as indicated above shows the customer costs, per customer category.
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3.1.1.

9.3.

Column H, as indicated above shows the network costs, cost of supply per
customer category.

9.4.

Column G, as indicated above shows the energy cost, per customer category on a
winter or a summer basis.

Assumptions Sheet
10. Cell G4 (in yellow) as indicated in the example above shows under which assumption the
model is currently applying energy costs. From this example we can see that the average
cost is currently being used.
11. To change the energy costs to peak, off peak or standard one must go to the
‘Assumptions’ sheet and change cell C101 to the required rate.

12. A drop down box has been created (cell C101) in the ‘Assumptions’ sheet where a user
can choose one of the options (Off peak, Std, Peak, or average). Please refer to the
example shown above.
13. In addition cell C99 needs to be changed according to what cost of supply year is being
calculated. The example shows 2014/15. If the year needs to be changed simply type in
the new year in cell C99.
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4.

ENERGY COSTS SHEET
14. The ‘Energy Costs’ sheet contains the actual costs that have been obtained from Eskom
bills for the prior year. The NMBM Eskom bills contain three different sections containing
different tariffs (Megaflex Diversity, Megaflex and Megaflex Diversity MSP).
15. The three sections of the Eskom bills need to be used to fill out the first three tables in the
‘Energy Costs’ sheet from the information contained in the Eskom bills. There are three
different tables in the ‘Energy costs’ sheet that need to be filled out (Megaflex, Megaflex
Diversity and Megaflex Diversity MSP). The following is an example of one of the tables
relating to Megaflex – all the information required to fill out the tables can be obtained
from the monthly Eskom bills.

16. In this example, Cell D8 to O30 (above) needs to be filled out using the information
contained on the Eskom bills.
17. Once the monthly Eskom bills have been used to fill out the tables (as above) the
following table will automatically be populated to attain a R/kWh cost of energy on a
winter and a summer basis for peak, off-peak, standard and average. An example of the
summary table is provided below.

18. The energy costs calculated from the Eskom bills are for the last full year that bills have
been received. Should a cost of supply need to be calculated for the following year, an
increase assumption has been built in (cell D120). Cell D120 (as indicated above) can be
changed (this applies an average increase that is required for the energy costs for the
year following the Eskom bills). In the example above the percentage increase in energy
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costs is 0%. If required, manually insert the percentage increase required in cell H5 of the
‘Assumptions’ sheet, (for example should a 5% increase be required, insert 5% into cell
H5 in the ‘Assumptions’ sheet). Cell D120 in the ‘Energy Costs’ sheet will then
automatically be updated.
19. Next, an average energy cost for each specific category needs to be developed. To do
this, the ‘Assumptions’ sheet needs to be adjusted based on the proportion of electricity
usage during each time period for each user category.

4.1.1.

Assumptions Sheet

20. The energy usage per time of use for each customer category needs to be adjusted in the
‘Assumptions’ sheet. The above table illustrates an example of the adjustment.
20.1. Large Business: Cells C113 to C115 needs to be updated based on relative usage
by time of use for large business (this example uses a sample)
20.2. Medium Business: Cells C118 to C120 needs to be updated based on relative
usage by time of use for medium business (this example uses a sample)
20.3. Small Business: Cells C123 to C125 needs to be updated based on relative usage
by time of use for large business (this example uses a mix of medium and domestic
energy usage by time period, as there is insufficient data available for small
business currently)
20.4. Domestic customers: Cells E130 to E132 needs to be updated based on relative
usage by time of use for domestic customers (this example uses an Eskom study
of relative usage by domestic customers. Should assumptions or data availability
change, these usages will then need to be adjusted)
20.5. Streetlights: Cells C136 to C138 needs to be updated based on relative usage by
time of use for streetlights (this example uses proportion of the day that streetlights
are on. Should assumptions or data availability change, these numbers will then
need to be adjusted)
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21. The average in winter and summer will automatically pull through to the ‘Energy Costs’
sheet as the average rates, and will then automatically pull through to the ‘Results’ sheet.
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5.

NETWORK DETAIL SHEET
22. The ‘Network Detail’ sheet contains the calculations of the network capital costs
attributable to each customer category. The table below is the final output for this sheet:

23. Column E in the example above shows the final R/kWh network cost that is attributable
per customer category. These results are automatically filtered through to the ‘Results’
sheet (Column H) from the ‘Network Detail’ sheet.
24. The sheets that need to be updated in order to obtain the final output as per the example
above (column E) are the ‘Assumptions’ sheet, the ‘Electricity Supply Network’ sheet, the
‘Asset Split Calculation’ sheet and the ‘CPI’ sheet. We will deal with each of these sheet
adjustments separately below.

5.1.1.

Assumptions Sheet
25. The percentages of assets used by each customer category may need to be updated if
assumptions change. These splits were obtained through discussion with NMBM network
specialists. Cell C61 to I91 contains the inputs that need to be updated. Once updated,
these numbers will filter through into the ‘Asset Split Calculation’ sheet. An example of the
asset split assumptions can be seen below.
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26. In addition, the date of the asset register and the WACC utilised needs to updated in the
assumptions sheet. Cell I9 needs to be updated to be the new asset register date and the
new WACC needs to be inserted in I10.

5.1.2.

CPI Sheet
27. The ‘CPI’ sheet contains all the CPI increases per year for South Africa. The ‘CPI’ sheet
needs to updated for the relevant CPI for the year of calculation of the cost of supply. For
example, cell F82 is currently showing the CPI for 2014, this needs to be updated when
doing a 2015 cost of supply calculation - i.e. insert the 2015 CPI in cell F83.
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5.1.3.

Electricity Supply Network Sheet
28. The ‘Electricity Supply Network’ sheet contains the calculations for the uplift factor for the
assets that are contained in the network. This sheet needs to be updated to include new
assets or the new asset register and also uplifted by the CPI for the applicable cost of
supply year. The extract below is an example of what needs to be updated in this sheet.
29. All the cells in column V needs to be updated for the new CPI figures as described in the
‘CPI’ sheet above. For example when doing the 2015 cost of supply, we need to change
the formula for all the cells in column V. The formula for all the cells in column V currently
states =VLOOKUP(U2,CPI!$C$8:$F$82,3). This formula needs to be changed/updated to
=VLOOKUP(U2,CPI!$C$8:$F$83,3) to pick up the 2015 CPI uplift value from the ‘CPI’
sheet (cell C83).
30. In addition column X needs to updated depending on how many years of depreciation
have passed. As the asset register used in this example is at 30 June 2013, and we are
calculating a 1 July 2014 cost of supply, 1 extra year of depreciation needs to be included.
If you are calculating a cost of supply for 2015 using the exact same asset register, 2
extra years of depreciation need to be accounted for (i.e. simply multiply the second half
of the formula by 2).
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31. The results of this sheet will automatically filter through to the ‘Asset Split’ sheet and from
there will automatically filter through to the ‘Results’ sheet.
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6.

CUSTOMER COSTS SHEET
32. The ‘Customer Costs’ sheet contains the cost portion attributable for customer costs.
This sheet feeds into the ‘Results’ sheet. The ‘Customer Costs’ sheet does not need to be
updated, although the information that feeds into this sheet which comes from the
‘Assumptions’ sheet needs to be updated.

6.1.1.

Assumptions Sheet

33. Updating consumption: Cells H15 to H21 needs to be updated with the new consumption
numbers for the relevant year.
34. Updating customer numbers: Cells H28 to H34 needs to be updated with the new
customer numbers for the relevant year.
35. Updating weighting factors: Cells C41 to I41 needs to be updated with the new weighting
factors (if assumptions change).
36. Updating customer costs: Cell H44 needs to updated with the new forecast budgeted
customer costs for the relevant year.
37. Once the above have been updated, these figures will automatically pull through to the
‘Customer Costs’ sheet and the ‘Results’ sheet.
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7.

RENEWABLE ENERGY IMPACT SHEET
38. This sheet contains the results for the impact of renewable energy on the costs of supply.
39. To adjust the cost input of renewable energy, go to the ‘Assumptions’ sheet. Cell G95 to
G97 can be adjusted to reflect an updated cost of renewable energy (per renewable
energy source) on R/kWh basis.

40. Cell I95 to I97 can be adjusted to reflect what percentage of energy is required to be
supplied by renewable energy.

41. After the adjustments have been changed in the ‘Assumptions’ sheet, refer back to the
‘renewable Energy Impact’ sheet. See the cells AG37, AH37 and AI37 to assess the
impact of the changes. The example, below which is an extract from the ‘Renewable
Energy Impact’ sheet, shows that if:
41.1. 2% of energy supplied is supplied by renewable energy, the average cost increase
would be 0.4% (refer to cell AG37).
41.2. 5% of energy supplied is supplied by renewable energy, the average cost increase
would be 0.9% (refer to cell AH37).
41.3. 10% of energy supplied is supplied by renewable energy, the average cost
increase would be 1.8% (refer to cell AI37).
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8.

CONCLUSION
42. This ultimate result of the cost of supply model is shown in the ‘Results’ sheet and the
‘Renewable Energy Impact’ sheet. The total cost of supply per customer category and the
impact of renewable energy can be assessed from these two sheets.
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